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Candidates are required to give their answer in their own words as far as practicable. The figure in the margin 

indicates full marks.

Group 'A'  Long Answer Questions
Answer any three of the following:         10x4=40

1. a.   What do you mean by operator? Briefly explain the types of operator. 1+4
b.    Write an alogorithm and a C program to input the total sales amount of  a salesperson and calculate
the commission recieved as per the foloowing criteria: 2.5+2.5
Total Sales Amount(TSA) Commission(C)
>=15000 20% of TSA
else 13% of TSA

2. a.  Write a program to generate the series as 1, 4, 7, 10, ... up to 10th  terms. 5
b.   Write a program to input 'n' integer numbers in an array and find the greatest among them.

5
3. a.  Differentiate between array and structure with examples.  5

b.   Write a program to add two matrices of order 3x3.  5
4. a.   Explain any five string handling functions with examples. 5

b.   Write a program to create a sequential datafile "student.dat" and store name, address and age of few
students in the datafile. 5

5. a.   Write a program to arrange the name of 5 students in alphabetical order using strucure variable.
5

b.   What do you mean by recursive function? Write any one example program of recursive function.
1+4

Group 'B'     Short Answer Questions
Answer any SEVEN of the following:         7x5=35

1. Explain the STAR topology with its merits and demerits.
2. What do you mean by multimedia? Explain the application areas of multimedia.
3. What do you mean by feasibilty study? Explain the different level of feasibility study.
4. Explain the types of data types used in C language.

OR
Differentiate between while and do-while loop.

5. Explain the term Polymorphism and Inheritence with examples.
6. What is e-governance? Explain the term computer ethics.
7. Explain the different types of wire transmission media.
8. What do you mean by system analyst? Explain his or her responsibilities.

OR
Explain the different types of normalzation process with examples.

9. Write short notes on:
a.   OSI Layer
b.   Database Administrator

***Best of Luck***


